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Unit 1: Biochemistry 
 
Chapter 1: The Biochemical Basis of Life 
Section 1.1: The Fundamental Chemistry of Life, pp. 2–5 
1. Table 1: Atomic Structure 
Element  Symbol Atomic Number Mass Number Diagram of Nucleus 
carbon 

 6
12C  6 12 

 
nitrogen 

 7
14 N  7 14 

 
sodium 

 11
23Na  11 23 

 
chlorine 

 17
35Cl  17 35 

 
2.  one neutron decays → high energy electron + proton 
                  6

14C              →                   7
14 N  

3. Table 2: Radioisotope Pros and Cons 
Pros  Cons  
Predictable rate of decay provides clues 
about the age of organic materials. 

High-energy radiation from decaying 
isotopes may damage living cells. 

Detectable decay of radioisotopes means 
they can be used to trace specific chemicals 
in an organism. 

 

Because radioisotopes behave as other 
isotopes do, they can be used to diagnosis 
and treatment in nuclear medicine. 

 

4. (a) Sodium has one electron in its outer shell. This electron is readily lost to chlorine, which 
has an outer shell that is one electron less than full. By sharing this electron sodium and chlorine 
combine into a stable compound. 
(b) Oxygen's outer energy shell is two electrons less than full. It can easily bond with an atom of 
an element that has two electrons in its outer shell, such as magnesium, or with two atoms of an 
element that has one electron in its outer shell, such as carbon. Both form stable compounds. 
5. (a)   (b)  (c)  (d) 
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6. Table 3: Anions and Cations 
Molecule Anion Cation 
sodium chloride (NaCl) Cl- Na+ 
potassium chloride (KCl) Cl- K+ 
magnesium oxide (MgO) O2- Mg2+ 
calcium chloride (CaCl2) Cl- Ca2+ 
7. (a) H–H 
(b) H–N–H 
           | 
          H 
(c) Cl–Cl 
(d) O=C=O 
8. (a)   (b)    (c)     (d)  

     
9. Five changes include the increased stability in large molecules such as proteins, the high 
melting and boiling points and heat capacity of water, the solubility in water, the surface tension 
of water, and the cohesion of water to xylem cell walls in plants. 
10. (a) Large, non-polar octanes are liquid at room temperature because weak van der Waals 
forces hold the molecules together and prevent them from evaporating. 
(b) Linear cellulose molecules can form long strands because their linear shape allows them to 
align as weak van der Waals forces cause them to hold together.  
11. (a) hydrolysis reaction 
(b) dehydration reaction 
12. Dehydration reactions are the most common method used by cells to join smaller molecules 
into extremely large macromolecules such as complex carbohydrates and proteins. 
13. a 
14.  
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Section 1.2: Water: Life's Solvent, pp. 6–7 
1. Table 1 Water’s Structure and Importance 
Phenomenon Characteristics of lattice Importance to life 
Ice is less dense 
than water. 

The hydrogen bonds in ice are longer 
than those in water, so individual 
molecules are farther apart. 

Lakes freeze on top and life 
process can continue 
underneath, where the water is 
still liquid. 

Water is liquid 
over a wide range 
of temperatures. 

There are so many hydrogen bonds in 
the lattice that it takes a lot of energy 
to break them before water can rise 
in temperature or eventually 
evaporate. 

Life process can be carried out 
in a wide variety of 
environments on Earth. 

2. At the surface, water molecules can form bonds on all sides except the side that meets the air. 
This creates an imbalance of bonding, places the molecules at the surface under tension, and 
makes it more difficult for them to be pulled apart from one another.  
3.  

 
4. Hydrophobic molecules are not strongly attracted to water molecules, while hydrophilic 
molecules are strongly attached to water molecules. 
5. (a) 0 
(b) 14 
(c) 0 
(d) 14 
(e) 7.4 
(f) 3 
(g) 7 
6. The structure of cell proteins depends on a specific pH and the protein will not function 
correctly if pH changes. Digestion of food in the stomach depends on a specific pH. The 
digestive system depends on a specific pH to control microorganisms effectively.  
7. Since weak acids and bases only release some of their OH- or H3O+ ions, they result in 
relatively small changes to the pH of the cell. If the pH were to change drastically, the cell could 
no longer function properly. 
8. HCl (aq) + NaOH →   H2O   + NaCl (aq) 
    acid        +  base    →  water  + salt  
It is called a neutralization reaction because the products, water and a salt (NaCl), are both 
neutral. 
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9. When blood has become too acidic: H2CO3 ← HCO3
- + H+ 

When blood has become too basic: H2CO3 → HCO3
- + H+ 

(b) If the blood is too acidic, there are too many H+ ions present. The reaction would proceed in 
the direction that uses H+ as a reactant, and produces H2CO3. If the blood is too basic, there are 
too many OH- ions present. The buffering reaction would use OH- as a reactant and produce H+. 
 
Section 1.3: The Carbon Chemistry of Life, pp. 8–9 
1. (a) 

 
(b)  

 
(c)  

 
(d)  

 
2. Carbon has four electrons in its valence shell and can bond with up to four other atoms so 
there are many ways to connect carbon atoms together. This means the molecules that contain 
carbon can have many different shapes. 
3. Molecules that contain only hydrogen-carbon bonds are not polar. Hydrogen-carbon bonds 
have very little electronegativity difference, so the molecules have no significant polarity. 
4. Examples may vary. Sample answer: 
(a) –C–OH, ethanol  
(b) –C –NH2, alanine 
(c) –C –COOH, acetic acid (vinegar) 
(d) –C –PO4

2-, DNA 
5. (a) The carboxyl group can release an H+ ion, so it is acidic. 
(b) The amino group can bond to an H+ ion, so it is a weak base. 
(c) The phosphate group can lose an H+ ion, so it is acidic. 
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6. Sketches should resemble diagram below. 

 
7. Sketches should resemble diagram below. 

 
8. (a) dehydration 
(b) hydrolysis 
 
Section 1.4: Carbohydrates and Lipids, pp. 10–12 
1. Cells use carbohydrates as a source of energy, as building materials, and for cell 
communication. 
2. C6H12O6 

 
3. Both molecules are monosaccharides with the same chemical formula; that is, they are 
composed of the same atoms. α-glucose has an –OH functional group that is aligned one way on 
its 3-carbon. β-glucose has an –OH functional group that is aligned in the opposite way on its 3-
carbon. Starches assembled from α-glucose are digestible by humans. Cellulose, which is 
assembled from β-glucose, is not digestible by humans. 
4. glucose + glucose → maltose +  H2O 
Linking monosaccharides into disaccharides is a dehydration reaction. An –OH group and an H 
are released as the monosaccharides link together. These form H2O. 
5.  When galactose and β-glucose bond together, lactose is formed. The 1-carbon of galactose 
bonds to the 4-carbon of glucose. 
6. The formation of polysaccharide molecules is an example of polymerization. Monosaccharide 
molecules or monomers bond together through a dehydration reaction to form polysaccharide 
molecules or polymers.  
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7. Table 1 Lipids and Complex Carbohydrates 
Lipids Complex carbohydrates 
composed mainly of carbon, hydrogen, and 
some oxygen 

composed mainly of carbon, hydrogen, and 
oxygen 

smaller than macromolecules most are macromolecules 
generally non-polar, so do not dissolve in 
water 

include many polar functional groups, so do 
dissolve in water 

not polymers polymers of monomeric units 
8. The four main biological functions of lipids are energy storage, building materials, hormones 
and vitamins. 
9. (a) Saturated fatty acids contain long, regular hydrocarbon chains and can pack tightly 
together. Unsaturated fatty acids include some double bonds, which cause a kink in the chain. 
They cannot pack as tightly and are more likely to be liquid. 
(b) Warm-blooded mammals and birds maintain higher body temperatures than other animals, so 
saturated fat in their cells remains liquid. In other organisms, saturated fat would be solid, and 
the animal would have trouble moving around. 
10. (a) glycerol 
(b) 3 fatty acids 
11. (a) hydrophilic head 
(b) polar 
(c) phosphate pump 
(d) glycerol 
(e) fatty acid chain 
(f) hydrophilic tail 
(g) non-polar 
12. Cholesterol and phytosterols are mostly non-polar but contain one polar –OH group. This 
gives them dual solubility properties and allows them to serve as important parts of membranes 
in plants (phytosterols) and animals (cholesterol). 
13. Answers may vary. Sample answer: Too much cholesterol in the bloodstream can lead to the 
formation of plaques on the inside of blood vessels. This blocks the flow of blood to tissues and 
can result in a heart attack. Anabolic steroids mimic the effects of testosterone (a natural steroid) 
but can cause high blood pressure, depression, reduced growth, and abnormal levels of the 
body’s own sex hormones. 
14. Answers may vary. Sample answer:  Plants use cutin to form a water-resistant coating on 
leaves and help them conserve water and resist disease. Birds secrete a wax that keeps their 
feathers dry. Bees produce beeswax to build honeycombs. 
 
Section 1.5: Proteins and Nucleic Acids, pp. 13–15 
1. (a)    (b)   (c)   
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2. (a) The R-group in an amino acid contains a reactive functional group that allows the amino 
acid to perform its function in the cell. 
(b) The different types of amino acids are non-polar, uncharged polar, negatively charged polar, 
and positively charged polar. 
3. R-group, amino acid, peptide, polypeptide, protein  
4. (a) Secondary Structure. Hydrogen bonding occurs between amino acids in the chain and 
causes the protein to fold and coil. 
(b) Tertiary Structure. The R-groups of the amino acids in the chain interact and form various 
bonds. This causes further folding and coiling and gives the protein its overall shape. 
(c) Primary Structure. Individual amino acids arrange themselves in a chain. 
5. Each polypeptide in hemoglobin holds one heme ring and each heme ring contains one iron 
ion (Fe2+). The heme rings bond with oxygen to carry it through the blood vessels to the body 
tissues. 
6. (a) RNA 
(b) DNA 
(c) RNA 
7. (a) phosphate groups 
(b) sugar (ribose or deoxyribose) 
(c) nitrogenous base 
8. (a) uracil (U), thymine (T), cytosine (C) 
(b) adenine (A), guanine (G) 
9. (a) Answers may vary. Sample answer: 
(a) GC 
(b) TA 
(c) CG 
(d) AT 
(b) In DNA and RNA, one carbon on the sugar of one nucleotide is linked to one carbon on the 
sugar of the next nucleotide with a phosphate group. This linkage is known as a phosphodiester 
bond. 
 
Section 1.6: Biology Journal: Linus Pauling: Creativity and 
Controversy in Science and Society, p. 16 
1. Pauling began his career formulating generalizations about atomic arrangements in crystals. 
He established the electronegativity scale of elements, and described bonding angles and 
distances in proteins. After his Nobel Prize in Chemistry, Pauling became an activist against 
nuclear arms and promoted high doses of vitamins to allow a long, healthy life. 
2. Pauling developed the electronegativity scale of elements, which helps identify and predict the 
polarity of bonds. Polarity of bonds is an integral part of understanding the function of weak van 
der Waals forces, solubility in water, functional groups on hydrocarbons, and the function of 
lipids in membranes, among other phenomena. His work determining common structures of 
proteins contributed to the understanding of protein structure, which determines protein function. 
3. Pauling gathered extensive data to support his theories about proteins and bonding. He worked 
for 11 years to determine the nature of protein structures. In the case of high doses of vitamins, 
Pauling did not provide significant evidence for his claims and he refused to accept evidence that 
refuted the claims. 
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4. Answers may vary. For example: It is possible that the government was more concerned about 
Pauling’s opposition to nuclear arms because he was known and respected. They knew that a 
wide audience would be willing to listen to and consider his views. If Pauling had not been a 
Nobel Prize winner, for example, he might not have been subject to such extreme sanctions. 
 
Section 1.7: Enzymes, pp. 17–19 
1. A typical cell requires about 4000 different enzymes because thousands of different reactions 
occur in the cell and many of these reactions are facilitated by enzymes. Each enzyme is a large 
protein that has a specific three-dimensional shape. Its shape enables it to bind with one 
particular substrate (or sometimes two related substrates). Because the substrates are different for 
most reactions, a different enzyme is required for each one. 
2. According to the “induced-fit hypothesis”, an enzyme’s shape enables it to bind to one 
substrate. Just before the bond is formed, the substrate causes the enzyme to change its shape 
slightly to bond more tightly with the substrate. This keeps the substrate tightly bound to the 
enzyme during the reaction. Also, since the enzyme remains unchanged after releasing a product, 
it is able to catalyze another reaction immediately. 
3. (a) The substrate, lactose, binds to the enzyme β-galactosidase, forming an enzyme–substrate 
complex.  
(b) β-galactosidase catalyzes the hydrolysis of the bond between the two sugars of lactose and 
the products are released.  
(c) Enzyme can catalyze another reaction. 
4. Both cofactors and coenzymes are needed by some enzymes to carry out their catalytic 
activity. Cofactors are non-organic groups such as metals. Coenzymes are organic molecules 
such as vitamins. 
5. (a)      (b) 

   
6. (a) As the temperature increases, the kinetic energy increases and more collisions occur 
between enzymes and substrates. This causes increased activity. 
(b) As the temperature rises above 40 ºC, the increasing kinetic motion begins to break bonds 
within the enzyme, denaturing the protein and changing the enzyme’s shape. It becomes less 
effective at binding with a substrate. At very high temperatures, the enzyme is completely 
denatured, and no activity occurs. 
(c) No. It depends on the enzyme’s environment. Enzymes in the human body exhibit peak 
activity around 40 ºC, since normal human body temperature is close to that. Enzymes in plants 
for example, exhibit peak activity at a lower or higher temperature. 
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7. Penicillin binds to the active site of transpeptidase, so it is a competitive inhibitor. It is also 
irreversible. It mimics the structure of the two substrates that transpeptidase brings together to 
synthesize peptidoglycan. This prevents the substrates from binding to the enzyme and stops the 
reaction. 
8. Both allosteric regulation and noncompetitive inhibition involve molecules binding to the 
enzyme at a site other than the active site. In noncompetitive inhibition, this prevents the 
substrate from binding to the active site and inhibits enzyme activity. In allosteric regulation, this 
can either prevent the substrate from binding or enhance the substrate binding. In this way it can 
either inhibit or increase enzyme activity. 
9. Flow charts should resemble flowchart below. 

 
10. Answers may vary. Sample answer: Feedback inhibition is important for the efficient 
functioning of cells because it is a major contributing regulator to almost every metabolic 
pathway in the cell. 
11. Table 1 Enzyme Functions 
Eliminate a reactant or create a product Make a process faster or more efficient 
processing animal feed   
making cheese  
producing sugar syrups for baking    
making wine 

brewing beer 
washing clothes with detergent 
processing leather 

12. Answers may vary. Sample answer: People who are lactose intolerant lack the enzyme 
lactase, which breaks down the lactose in milk into glucose and galactose, which we can digest. 
 
Chapter 1 Summary, p. 20 
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Chapter 1 Questions, pp. 21–22 
1. d 
2. b 
3. (a) False. Protein has many functions, one of which is tissue development. 
(b) True 
(c) False.  If a group of atoms contains a hydroxyl group, then groups of atoms is an alcohol. 
4. Helium and neon both have filled outer energy shells. This means the electrons are stable and 
helium and neon not likely to form bonds with other elements. 
5. A strong acid or base dissociates completely in water, releasing all of its OH- or H3O+ ions. A 
weak acid or base dissociates partially, releasing only some of its OH- or H3O+ ions. This makes 
weak acids and bases effective buffers in biological systems. 
6. A functional group on a large molecule will interact with another molecule and create different 
types of bonding. The type of bond that occurs will depend on the properties of the functional 
group. Functional groups are usually ionic or strongly polar. 
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7. The hydrophilic heads of phospholipids are polar and can bold with functional groups of 
molecules that need to cross the membrane. The hydrophobic tails are non-polar and help ensure 
the membrane does not dissolve in its environment. 
8. It enables pepsin to aid in digesting food in the stomach, where conditions are acidic. 
9. Reversible inhibition is most efficient for feedback inhibition. In reversible inhibition, the 
inhibitor detaches from the enzyme when its concentration decreases, allowing the enzyme to 
function again. This is appropriate because when the concentration of the product of the pathway 
decreases, the enzyme is needed to help manufacture more of the product. 
10. Drawings should resemble diagram below. 

 
11. This is a dehydration reaction. Drawings should resemble diagram below. 
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12. Table 1: Characteristics of Biological Molecules 
 Components Reactions Functions 
Carbohydrates hydrocarbon 

backbone, functional 
groups 

dehydration, 
hydrolysis, functional 
groups can act as acids 
and bases 

energy storage, 
structural support, 
communication 

Lipids hydrocarbon 
backbone, fatty 
acids, glycerol, 
functional groups 

dehydration, 
hydrolysis; 
phospholipids have 
polar phosphate groups 
that are hydrophilic 

membranes, energy 
storage, steroids, 
waterproofing 

Proteins long chains of amino 
acids, with amino 
group, carboxyl 
group, and R-group; 
four levels of 
structure 

depends on reactive 
functional groups; 
enzymes are catalysts  

structural support, 
defensive, 
communication, 
enzymes, transport 

Nucleic Acids nitrogenous base (A, 
C, G, T, or U), 
phosphate group, 
sugar 

bases bond with one 
another and with target 
molecules to transfer 
energy and initiate 
protein building  

storage and transport 
of inherited 
information, 
instructions for 
protein building, and 
chemical energy 

 
 


